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“Okay.” Stephen Thompson immediately bowed respectfully and said, “Master, please call me
whenever you have anything.”

Lord Wade watched Stephen Thompson leave the room, his expression gradually dull.

Thinking of Charlie, he actually has no feelings.

After all, Charlie has been away from home for so many years, and his grandson’s affection has long
since faded.

Moreover, he was always a little worried about Charlie, worried that Charlie would anger him because
of the death of his parents.

and so. Finding Charlie back would actually only hurt him, not good.

He also knew very well in his heart that if he came back to Charlie, it was very likely that he had found
a white-eyed wolf.

However, the reason why he knew so well, he still insisted on letting Charlie come back to recognize
his ancestor and return to his ancestry, and even begged Charlie for this. The main reason is actually
his experience in Singapore three years ago.

Three years ago, Lord Wade went to Sweden to attend an entrepreneurs summit.

It was a grand event for the world’s top entrepreneurs. There were no more than five domestic
entrepreneurs who were truly qualified to be invited, and he was one of them.

From other countries, they are also representatives of top big families with trillions of assets. At that
time, Lord Wade was only able to rank in the middle of the summit.

In addition to him, the top consortiums in the United States and Japan, the super-family with a long
history in Europe, and the financial giants in Russia, whatever. The strength is above him.

And the reason why so many top wealthy people participated in this summit is because there are three
executive directors behind this summit.

All those who participated in this summit are all looking at the face of these three executive directors.
And both have sharpened their heads and want to get closer with the three executive directors.

These three executive directors are representatives of the world’s three top chaebols.

One is a representative of the royal family of the Middle East, one is a representative of the Rothschild
family, and the other is a representative of Anjia.

Each of the three major families will serve as the executive director of the summit. Co-direct all affairs
of the summit, and each has a veto power.



The three of them have gathered a lot of resources with their own strength and influence. Because of
this, all entrepreneurs hope to get involved in this summit.

Lord Wade also wanted to mix some resources and contacts in the summit, and coincidentally, the
person sent by AnJia as the standing director happened to be Charlie’s uncle, Homula.

Lord Wade naturally knew that AnJia had never looked down upon himself, but he was also a relative
after all, and he knew that Charlie’s uncle Homula had a deep relationship with Charlie’s mother, so he
was cheeky and wanted to be close to Homula.

Unexpectedly, when Lord Wade, an older generation, took the initiative to see Homula, Homula didn’t
even give him a chance to meet. He just asked his subordinates to reply to him: Among the people
surnamedWade, he only recognizes one, which is the flesh and blood of his sister Ava ( Charlie mom ),
Charlie! Except for him, he would never see anyone with the surnameWade!

Homula’s attitude made Lord Wade realize that his grandson who had disappeared for many years. It
turned out to be the only remaining bond between the Wade Family and the An family.

Originally, he thought that the An family had been ignorant of the Wade Family’s 10,000 people, and
he didn’t even want to admit their in-law relationship.

He even thought that the An family would definitely not look down upon Charlie. After all, they had
always opposed Ava ( Charlie mom )’s marrying bruce, and it was normal that they had no good
feelings about Ava ( Charlie mom ) and bruce’s children.

However, he really didn’t expect that Homula would even give the Wade Family a chance.

In his opinion, whether Charlie’s grandparents care about Charlie, Homula is enough.

Because Homula has long been designated as Anjia’s next-generation successor, if he is dealt with, it is
the same as Anjia is dealt with!

Lord Wade has always dreamed of overseas markets over the years, but really relying on the Wade
Family himself, trying to develop overseas is struggling.

The strength of Anjia is more than dozens of times stronger than that of the Wade Family, and the
strength overseas is superior and deep-rooted. If you can get the help of Anjia, you will naturally be
able to stand on the ground.

Therefore, in Lord Wade’s view, if Charlie can be allowed to recognize his ancestors, let Charlie marry
Stefanie Sun, or even let Charlie go to the United States to establish a bond with Anjia, then the future
of the Wade Family will be bright.

And this incident was the core motivation that really pushed Lord Wade to get Charlie back, but he
hadn’t told anyone about it, even Stephen Thompson didn’t know it.
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